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Today’s Agenda
─ Introduction

─Current Market Considerations

─Opportunities for Your Bank

─The IntraFi® NetworkSM Team
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About IntraFi Network
Founded in 2002, the company formerly known as Promontory Interfinancial Network

─Operates the largest bank network of its kind, having been chosen by more than 50% 
of U.S. banks

─Brings scale, giving each network participant access to tens of billions of dollars in 
funding, the highest per-depositor and per-bank capacity, and the peace of mind of 
being able to make large-dollar placements every business day

─Connects the nation’s banks with each other in a way that helps each to benefit from 
The Power of ManySM, offering their customers solutions that otherwise might be too 
difficult or too costly for each to develop on its own

─ Is the #1 provider of FDIC-insured deposit solutions
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Current Market Considerations



Banking Industry at a Crossroads

spglobal.com, Jan. 21, 2021

The case to build 
deposits in a market 
flush with cash

Spglobal.com, May 28, 2021
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When Will the Lending Environment Improve? 
Aggregate Loan-to-Deposit (LTD) Figures for All FDIC-Insured 

Commercial Banks and Savings Institutions1
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1 Source: FDIC (Assets and Liabilities of FDIC-Insured Commercial Banks and Savings Institutions.
2 Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence.
Note: “Loan-to-Deposit Ratio” defined as total loans and leases / deposits.

The Q1 2021 LTD ratio for 
banks under $10B is 80%.2



Uncertain Timing and Possibility of Uneven Recovery 
─Per IntraFi’s quarterly Bank Executive Business Outlook Survey report, despite some 

improvements in outlook, bank leaders continue to be wary about the prospects for an 
economic recovery in 2021. Two-thirds stated the economy will not fully recover until at 
least 2022 or later—with 43% saying recovery will happen in 2022 and 23% indicating it 
will come after 2022.1

─The percentage of respondents that expected overall economic conditions for their 
bank to improve in the 12 months ahead rose to 57, 12 percentage points higher than 
the prior quarter. Expectations differ by region.2

1 Source: Q4 2020 Bank Executive Business Outlook Survey.The survey is completed on a quarterly 
basis and incorporates responses from hundreds of unique banks as provided by bank CEOs, 
presidents, and CFOs from across the country.The survey is published by IntraFi Network with data 
released every fiscal quarter. 

2 Source: Q1 2021 Bank Executive Business Outlook Survey.
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A More Rapid Recovery Than Initially Projected?
The most recent stimulus and faster vaccine deployment point to speedier recovery.
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Opportunities for Your Bank Today



What Can Your Bank Do Today 
to Prepare for the Future?

In recent conversations with banking experts Matt Pieniazek, president of Darling 
Consulting Group, and Dave Koch, managing director of Abrigo, each stated that leaders 
should be prepared for a potential rebound. Not doing so is a missed opportunity. 
Among the steps recommended, and being taken by top banks:

─Offer customers safety and simplicity now
 During periods of economic hardship, people have a way of remembering who was in their 

corner.

─Grow core deposits

─Replace collateralized deposits

─Enhance your bank’s brand

─Diversify wholesale funding choices
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Help Customers Defend Against 
Economic Uncertainty

─The flight to safety provides an opportunity to 
gain loyal customers by offering deposits eligible 
for FDIC insurance in amounts greater than the 
standard maximum of $250,000. 

─Though some of these new customers might 
withdraw funds as the economy improves, their 
status as customers, rather than prospects, 
provides an opportunity to cross-sell and build 
loyalty now.

─Your bank can attract customers now without 
spending the marketing dollars it may have to 
spend in normal years.

OPPORTUNITY
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Offer Safety and Simplicity in Accessing 
FDIC Insurance

With solutions such as IntraFi® Network DepositsSM, your bank can provide customers with 
returns and access to multi-million-dollar FDIC insurance directly through one bank 
relationship—yours—for large deposits placed into demand deposit accounts, money 
market deposit accounts, and CDs. 

Your bank can receive reciprocal deposits, on-balance-sheet funding that your bank can 
use to grow its franchise value.
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Note: Deposits are placed in demand deposit accounts when using the IntraFi Network Deposits DDA option, money market deposit accounts when using the MMDA option, or CDs when using the 
CD option.



Build Relationships with 
Less-Price-Sensitive Customers

─Balances associated with 
IntraFi Network Deposits tend to be 
large and less price-sensitive, 
thereby lowering customer acquisition 
costs and providing more cross-
selling opportunities.

─With the CD option, deposits reinvest 
at a rate of approximately 80%.1
With the DDA-MMDA option, banks 
typically see less than 3% of 
reciprocal accounts liquidated in any 
given month, even as total accounts 
and balances steadily increase.2
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1 IntraFi Network calculates the reinvestment rate for the IntraFi Network Deposits CD option as the percentage of the aggregate balance of deposits reinvested within 28 days of maturity.
2 Calculated for each of the 12 months preceding June 2020. The IntraFi Network Deposits DDA-MMDA option reciprocal account closure rate for a given month is the number of reciprocal accounts 

closed during the month as a percentage of the total number of reciprocal accounts at the beginning of the month. The number of reciprocal accounts closed during the month is the number of non-zero-
balance reciprocal accounts withdrawn to zero dollars during the month and not returned to a non-zero-balance during the month or the subsequent two months. 

3 As of December 31, 2020.

Average Holdings Per Customer3

IntraFi Network Deposits
Customer Type DDA-MMDA 

Option
CD Option

Banks and Credit Unions $5,200,000 $3,900,000

Public Entities $3,600,000 $4,300,000

Corporations $2,600,000 $2,000,000

Individuals $2,600,000 $1,500,000

Partnerships $2,300,000 $2,500,000

Estates and Trusts $1,200,000 $1,700,000

Nonprofits $1,300,000 $1,100,000

Associations and Clubs $925,000 $1,000,000

Average Holdings 
Across All Customer 
Types

$2,200,000 $1,900,000

OPPORTUNITY



Grow Core Deposits
Most reciprocal deposits are 
nonbrokered deposits, up to the lesser 
of $5 billion or 20% of liabilities for a 
well-capitalized bank. (Reciprocal 
deposits over these amounts are 
allowed but are treated as brokered.)

Nonbrokered reciprocal deposits are 
reportable as core. 

Since they tend to be lower-cost 
deposits that come in large increments 
from local customers, reciprocal 
deposits are an attractive option for 
banks looking to grow franchise value.
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IntraFi Network 
invented reciprocal 

deposits.
We pioneered a way for banks to 
utilize the power of a network to 

grow franchise value. 
Today, we’re the #1 provider of 

reciprocal deposit services.

OPPORTUNITY



Core Deposits Help Drive Franchise Value
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Source: SNL.
1 Includes bank M&A transactions since 1988 with deal value above $500mm. Excludes mergers-of-equals.

Acquiror

Target

Tangible 
Book 
Premium 
($bn)

$1.5

Core 
Deposits 
($bn)

$7.2

Premium 
to 
Core 
Deposits

21.5%

average 
premium to 

core deposits 
in U.S. M&A 
transactions1

~20%
of potential 
premium for 

every $100 of 
core deposits 

added

$20



Replace Collateralized Deposits
By replacing collateralized deposits with 
deposits eligible for FDIC insurance, your 
bank can

─Replace higher-cost funding

─ Improve asset liquidity

─Generate additional revenue by 
repurposing funds invested in collateral 
into higher-earning assets

─Reduce collateral-tracking burdens and 
associated costs

─Lower the risk of shortfall due to 
collateral-value deterioration

OPPORTUNITY
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Case Study: One Bank’s Experience

Reap the Benefits of IntraFi Deposits Integration

 Cost and time savings
 Greater asset liquidity
 Lowered risk of collateral-value 

deterioration
 Use of freed up assets can result in 

higher returns
 Automated ICS root account sweeps
 Enhanced reporting
 Automated accounting
 Less likelihood of errors from manual 

data entry

Before ICS With Integration After ICS With Integration

 Repo sweeps were 
costly and time-consuming

 Funds tied up in collateral
 Risk of collateral-value 

deterioration
 Higher likelihood of errors 

using manual data entry

Collateralized
Repo Sweeps

~$22M

IntraFi

~$22M



Be Mindful That Online Banks May Go
Back to Leading with Rates
Historically, online banks have paid up.
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Note: Select Online Banks comprise Goldman Sachs Bank USA, Sallie Mae Bank, and American Express National Bank.
1 Source: SNL.
2 Laura Alix, American Banker, “Why customers’ satisfaction with online-only banks is slipping,” April 6, 2021. 

OPPORTUNITY

“Online-only banks have 
thrived during the coronavirus 
pandemic as consumers 
became increasingly 
comfortable using digital 
channels, but they still have 
room to improve when it 
comes to communicating—
particularly during a crisis.” 

– American Banker, 
Why customers’ satisfaction 
with online-only banks 
is slipping2

1



“IntraFi Network Deposits, with its clear 
reporting and ability to enable businesses 
to get seamless protection while not having 
to manage multiple accounts, reinforces 
the very “personal service” selling points of 
the local bank relationship. In other words, 
it is ‘on brand.’”-

- IntraFi Network Deposits customer

Enhance Your Bank’s Brand
Communicate and Reinforce Your 
Bank’s Dedication to Personal Service

Customers value safety and convenience.
By offering access to millions in FDIC 
insurance through a single bank 
relationship, your bank can demonstrate 
that it understands what is important to 
its customers.

Communicating this value proposition 
now, when other banks may be less 
focused on relationship management, 
can help build loyalty. 
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Source: The Social Studies Group, 2019 IntraFi Network CDARS & ICS End User Study. 



Businesses Government Entities Nonprofits Others

─ Corporations 
(public and 
private)

─ Mid-size 
companies (public 
and private)

─ Small businesses 
(partnerships, sole 
proprietorships, 
entrepreneurial 
ventures)

─ Franchises

─ Government agencies
─ Municipalities 

(towns, cities, counties)
─ Police departments
─ Fire districts
─ Public colleges and 

universities
─ Public hospitals
─ School districts
─ State funds 
─ Utility districts (power, 

water, sewer, etc.)

─ Charities
─ Religious institutions
─ Colleges and 

universities
─ Community 

foundations
─ Endowment funds
─ Foundations
─ Homeowners’/

Condo associations
─ Hospitals

Other large-dollar 
depositors, which may 
include:
─ Banks and credit 

unions (for CRA 
credit or as earning 
assets)

─ Escrow/Title 
companies

─ Estate planners
─ Private investors
─ Trusts/Trustees
─ 1031 exchange 

participants

Enhance Your Bank’s Brand
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The authority of institutional customers to place funds through IntraFi Network Deposits may be subject to restrictions under applicable law or investment policies.

Attract all types of safety-conscious customers. 



Enhance Your Bank’s Brand
Appeal to public fund customers. 

─State laws generally require public unit 
deposits to be fully insured or fully 
collateralized; additionally, they often 
require funds to remain “local.”

─Without IntraFi Network Deposits, access to 
multi-million-dollar FDIC insurance coverage 
is generally difficult to obtain through a single 
bank relationship.

─Tracking changing collateral values on 
an ongoing basis is time consuming for both 
government finance officers and their banks. 

─By using IntraFi Network Deposits, resources formerly allocated 
for these purposes can be redirected to more profitable activities. 
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Using Reciprocal Deposits in the State of Iowa

Title I State Sovereignty and Management 
Subtitle 4 Executive Branch 
Chapter 12B Security of the Revenue
12B.10 Public funds investment standards.

1.   a. In addition to investment standards and requirements otherwise provided by law, the investment of public funds by the
treasurer of state, state agencies authorized to invest funds, and political subdivisions of this state, shall comply with this 
section, except where otherwise provided by another statute specifically referring to this section.

* * *

7.    Notwithstanding sections 12C.2, 12C.4, 12C.6, 12C.6A, and any other provision of law relating to the deposits of public
funds, if public funds are deposited in a depository, as defined in section 12C.1, any uninsured portion of the public funds 
invested through the depository may be invested in insured deposits or certificates of deposit arranged by the depository that 
are placed in or issued by one or more federally insured banks or savings associations regardless of location for the account of
the public funds depositor if all of the following requirements are satisfied:

a) The full amount of the principal and any accrued interest on such public funds or each such certificate of deposit 
issued shall be covered by federal deposit insurance.
b) The depository, either directly or through an agent or sub-custodian, shall act as custodian of the insured deposits 
or certificates of deposit.
c) On the same day that the public funds deposits are placed or the certificates of deposit are issued, the depository 
shall have received deposits in an amount eligible for federal deposit insurance from, and with regard to certificates of 
deposit, shall have issued certificates of deposit to, customers of other financial institutions wherever located that are 
equal to or greater than the amount of public funds invested under this subsection by the public funds depositor 
through the depository.



Diversify Funding, Fine-Tune 
Contingency Plans

While many banks are liquid today, past experience shows that the situation can change 
quickly and dramatically. Forward-thinking bankers may wish to stabilize a portion of 
low-cost funding for term, including 
─Creating a customized funding plan to ramp up, then ramp down, liquidity to help 

satisfy funding demand
─Driving down the cost of funds with a stable source of funds that supplements 

loan growth
─Funding a volatile loan pipeline
─Diversifying funding sources to get the volume needed for peak funding demand
─Achieving fixed-rate funding with an interest rate swap
─Providing another source for supporting an interest rate swap

OPPORTUNITY
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IntraFi® FundingSM

─ IntraFi’s wholesale funding solutions
offer scale and speed that make them 
must-have tools for treasurers.

─Tailored funding structures enable 
banks to purchase cost-effective, 
wholesale funding—considered 
deposits, not borrowings—all without 
the hassle of credit lines, collateralization, 
or stock purchases.

─ IntraFi’s network of banks—which includes more than half of all banks in the United 
States—brings scale, giving each participant access to tens of billions of dollars in 
funding, the highest per-bank capacity, and the peace of mind of being able to make 
large-dollar placements every business day. 

─A one-stop shop for all bank funding needs, your bank can utilize one or multiple 
offerings and switch between them, as desired.
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Use of IntraFi Funding solutions is subject to the terms and conditions of the applicable program agreements, including the IntraFi Participating Institution Agreement. 



In Summary
One day—I’m leaving the precise date to the 
fortune tellers—we will return to a more normal 
environment. When that happens, it’s going to 
be obvious who has made use of the 
environment to optimize their depositor base 
and who has not.  

Don’t miss this opportunity. Act now to ensure 
that your bank emerges stronger when the 
liquidity surge recedes.

─Demonstrate your commitment to customer 
service with products that resonate with your 
customers’ top concerns.

─Grow core, less-price-sensitive deposits.

─Get your contingency funding plans at-
the-ready. 
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Contact Information 
Name:  Brad Cole
Title: Managing Director
Phone: (866) 776-6426, ext. 3392
Email: bcole@promnetwork.com

Name:  Will Vanderzant 
Title: Treasury Desk Manager
Phone: (866) 776-6426, ext. 5912
Email: dcapitel@promnetwork.com
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